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From Courtly Love 
to The Crying Game 

Why speak about courtly love (amour courtois) today, in the age of  
permissiveness, when sexual encounter is often nothing more than a  
‘quickie’ in some dark corner of an office?1 The impression that  
courtly love is something out of date, long superseded by modern  
manners, is a lure which blinds us to the fact that the logic of courtly  
love still defines the parameters within which the two sexes relate to  
each other. This, however, in no way implies the evolutionary model  
in which courtly love would provide the elementary matrix allowing  
us to generate its later, more complex variations. My thesis, on the  
contrary, is that history has to be read retroactively: the anatomy of  
man offers the key to the anatomy of ape, as Marx puts it. It is only  
the emergence of masochism, of the masochist couple, towards the  
end of the last century, which enables us to grasp the libidinal  
economy of courtly love. 

The first trap to be avoided apropos of courtly love is the erroneous  
notion of sublimation, of the Lady as the sublime object: as a rule, one  
evokes here spiritualization, a shift from the object of raw sensual  
coveting to elevated spiritual longing-----the Lady is thus perceived as a  
kind of spiritual guide into the higher sphere of religious ecstasy,  
somehow in the sense of Dante’s Beatrice. In contrast to this, Lacan  
emphasizes a series of features which belie such a spiritualization:  
true, the Lady in courtly love loses concrete features and is addressed  
as an abstract Ideal, so that ‘writers have noted that all the poets seem  
to be addressing the same person . . . In this poetic field the feminine  
object is emptied of all real substance.’2 However, this abstract  
character of the Lady has nothing to do with spiritual purification; it  
rather points towards the abstraction that pertains to a cold,  
distanced, inhuman partner-----the Lady is in no way a warm,  
compassionate, understanding fellow-creature: 

By means of a form of sublimation specific to art, poetic creation consists  
in positing an object I can only describe as terrifying, an inhuman partner.  
The Lady is never characterized for any of her real, concrete virtues, for  
 

1
 This forms a chapter from The Metastases of Enjoyment, Verso, forthcoming. 

2 
Jacques Lacan, The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, London 1992, p. 149. 
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her wisdom, her prudence, or even her competence. If she is described as  
wise, it is only because she embodies an immaterial wisdom or because she  
represents its functions more than she exercises them. On the contrary, she  
is as arbitrary as possible in the tests she imposes on her servant.3 

The relationship of the knight to the Lady is thus the relationship of  
the subject---bondsman, vassal, to his feudal Master---Sovereign who  
subjects her vassal to senseless, outrageous, impossible, arbitrary,  
capricious ordeals. It is precisely in order to emphasize the non-  
spiritual nature of these ordeals that Lacan quotes a poem about a  
Lady who commanded her servant literally to lick her arse: the poet  
complains about the bad smells that await him down there (one  
knows the sad state of personal hygiene in the Middle Ages), about the  
imminent danger that, while fulfilling his duty, the Lady will urinate  
on his head . . . The Lady is thus as far as possible from any kind of  
purified spirituality: she functions as an inhuman partner in the  
precise sense of a radical Otherness which is wholly incommensurable  
with our needs and desires; as such, she is simultaneously a kind of  
automaton, a machine which randomly utters meaningless demands.  
This coincidence of absolute, inscrutable Otherness and pure  
machine is what confers on the Lady her uncanny, monstrous  
character-----the Lady is the Other which is not our ‘fellow-creature’, i.e.  
with whom no relationship of empathy is possible. This traumatic  
Otherness is what Lacan designates by the Freudian term das Ding, the  
Thing. The idealization of the Lady, her elevation to a spiritual,  
ethereal Ideal, is therefore to be conceived as a strictly secondary  
phenomenon, a narcissistic projection whose function is to render  
invisible her traumatic, intolerable dimension. In this precise and  
limited sense, Lacan concedes that ‘the element of idealizing exalt-  
ation that is expressly sought out in the ideology of courtly love has  
certainly been demonstrated; it is fundamentally narcissistic in  
character’.4 Deprived of every real substance, the Lady functions as a  
mirror onto which the subject projects his narcissistic ideal-----or, to  
quote Christina Rossetti’s sonnet ‘In an Artist’s Studio’ which speaks  
of Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s relationship to Elizabeth Siddal, his Lady:  
‘not as she is, but as she fills his dream’.5 However, the crucial accent  
lies elsewhere. 

The mirror may on occasion imply the mechanisms of narcissism, and  
especially the dimension of destruction or aggression that we will  
encounter subsequently. But it also fulfills another role, a role as limit. It  
 

3 
Ibid., p. 150. Translation corrected. 

4 
Ibid., p. 151. 

5 
It is clear, therefore, that it would be a fateful mistake to identify the Lady in courtly  

love, this unconditional Ideal of the Woman, with the woman insofar as she is not  
submitted to phallic enjoyment: the opposition between the everyday, ‘tamed’ woman  
with whom sexual relationship may appear possible, and the Lady qua ‘inhuman  
partner’, has nothing whatsoever to do with the opposition of woman submitted to  
phallic signifier and woman qua bearer of the Other enjoyment. The Lady is the  
projection of man’s narcissistic Ideal, her figure emerges as the result of the  
masochistic pact by way of which woman accepts the role of dominatrix in the theatre  
staged by man. For that reason, Rossetti’s ‘Beata Beatrix’, for example, is not to be  
perceived as the figuration of the Other enjoyment: as with Isolde’s love death in  
Wagner’s Tristan, we are dealing with man’s fantasy. 
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is that which cannot be crossed. And the only organization in which it  
participates is that of the inaccessibility of the object.6 

In other words, before we yield to the commonplaces on how the Lady  
in courtly love has nothing to do with actual women, on how she  
stands for the man’s narcissistic projection which involves the  
mortification of the actual, flesh-and-blood woman, we have to  
answer the question: where does that empty surface come from, that  
cold, neutral screen which opens up the space for possible  
projections? That is to say, if we are to project onto the mirror our  
narcissistic ideal, the mute mirror-surface must already be there. This  
surface functions as a kind of ‘black hole’ in reality, as a limit whose  
Beyond is inaccessible. 

Masochism Against Sadism 

The next crucial feature of courtly love is that it is thoroughly a matter  
of courtesy and etiquette; it has absolutely nothing to do with some  
elementary passion overflowing all barriers and disregarding all social  
rules. We are dealing with a strictly codified fiction, a social game of  
‘as if ’ where we pretend that our sweetheart is the inaccessible Lady.  
And it is precisely this feature which enables us to establish a link  
between courtly love and a phenomenon which, at first approach, at  
least, has nothing whatsoever to do with it, namely masochism as a  
specific form of perversion articulated for the first time in the midst  
of the nineteenth century in the literary works and life-practice of  
Sacher-Masoch. In his classical study of masochism,7 Gilles Deleuze  
demonstrated that masochism is not to be conceived as a simple  
symmetrical inversion of sadism: sadist and victim never form a com-  
plementary ‘sado-masochist’ couple. In the series of features enumer-  
ated by Deleuze as proof of their asymmetry, the crucial one is the  
opposition of the two modalities of negation: in sadism we encounter  
direct negation, violent destruction and tormenting, whereas in maso-  
chism negation assumes the form of disavowal, i.e. of feigning, of an  
‘as if ’ which suspends reality. Closely dependent on this is the  
opposition of institution and contract. 

Sadism follows the logic of institution, of institutional power  
tormenting its victim and finding pleasure in the victim’s helpless  
resistance. More precisely, sadism is at work in the obscene, superego  
reverse that necessarily redoubles and accompanies, as its shadow, the  
‘public’ Law. This inherent and constitutive splitting of the Law is the  
subject of Rob Reiner’s film A Few Good Men, the court-martial drama  
about two marines accused of murdering one of their fellow-soldiers:  
the military prosecutor claims that their act was a deliberate murder,  
whereas the defence succeeds in proving that the accused just followed  
the so-called ‘Code Red’ which authorizes the clandestine nighttime  
beating of a fellow-soldier who, in the opinion of his peers, or of the  
superior officer, has broken the ethical code of the marines. The  
status of this ‘Code Red’ is extremely interesting: it is an act of  
 
6 

Jacques Lacan, The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, p. 151. 
7 

Cf. Gilles Deleuze, ‘Coldness and Cruelty’, in Masochism, New York 1991. 
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transgression-----illegal punishment of a fellow-soldier-----yet at the same  
time it reaffirms the cohesion of the group, i.e. it functions as an act of  
supreme identification with group values; as such, it must remain  
‘nighttime’, unacknowledged, unutterable-----in public, everybody  
pretends to know nothing about it, or even actively denies its exis-  
tence. It is the ‘community spirit’ at its purest, the strongest pressure  
exerted on the individual to comply with the ‘community spirit’, even  
while, it violates the explicit rules of community life. (The plight of  
the two accused soldiers is that they are unable to grasp this exclusion  
of ‘Code Red’ from the ‘big Other’, the domain of the public Law;  
they desperately ask themselves ‘What did we do wrong?’, since they  
just followed the order of a superior officer.) Where does this splitting  
of the law into the written public Law and its ‘unwritten’ obscene  
reverse come from? From the incomplete, ‘non-all’, character of the  
public Law: explicit, public rules do not suffice, so they have to be  
supplemented by the clandestine ‘unwritten’ code aimed at those who,  
although they do not violate any public rules, maintain a kind of inner  
distance and are not truly identified with the ‘community spirit’.8 

Sadism thus relies on the split of the field of Law into Law qua ‘ego-  
ideal’, i.e. symbolic order which regulates social life and maintains  
social peace, and its obscene superego reverse. As has been shown by  
numerous analyses from Bakhtin onwards, periodic transgressions  
are inherent to the social order, they function as a condition of the  
latter’s stability. (The mistake of Bakhtin-----or, rather, of some of his  
followers-----was to present an idealized image of these ‘transgressions’,  
i.e. to pass in silence over lynching parties and the like as the crucial  
form of the ‘carnivalesque suspension of social hierarchy’). The  
deepest identification which ‘holds together’ a community is not so  
much identification with the Law which regulates its ‘normal’ every-  
day circuit, as rather identification with the specific form of transgression of  
the Law, of its suspension (in psychoanalytic terms, the specific form of  
enjoyment). Let us recall small-town white communities in the  
American South of the 1920s, where the reign of the official, public  
Law is accompanied by its shadowy double, the nighttime terror of  
the Ku Klux Klan, the lynchings of powerless blacks and so on. A  
(white) man is easily forgiven at least minor infringements of the Law;  
especially when they can be justified by a ‘code of honour’, the com-  
munity still recognizes him as ‘one of us’ (legendary cases of solidarity  
with the transgressor abound in Southern white communities). Yet he  
will be effectively excommunicated, perceived as ‘not one of us’, the  
moment he disowns the specific form of transgression that pertains to  
this community-----say, the moment he refuses to partake in the ritual  
lynchings of the Ku Klux Klan, or even reports them to the Law  
(which, of course, does not want to hear about them since they  
exemplify its own hidden reverse). The Nazi community relied on  
the same solidarity-in-guilt induced by participation in a common  
 
8 

This also sheds a new light on the resistance of the US army to legalizing the status of  
homosexuals in its ranks: the very libidinal structure of army life is latently homo-  
sexual, i.e. the ‘(military) community spirit’ consists of a disavowed homosexuality, a  
homosexuality thwarted, hindered as to its goal (zielgehemmte). For that reason, the  
open, public acknowledgement of homosexuality would undermine the perverted ‘sub-  
limation’ which forms the very basis of this ‘community spirit’. 
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transgression: it ostracized those who were not ready to assume the  
dark reverse of the idyllic Volksgemeinschaft, the night pogroms, the  
beatings of political opponents-----in short, all that ‘everybody knew,  
yet did not want to speak about aloud’.9 

Masochism on the contrary is made to the measure of the victim: it is  
the victim (the servant in the masochist relationship) who initiates a  
contract with the Master (woman), authorizing her to humiliate him  
in any way she considers appropriate (within the terms defined by the  
contract) and binding himself to act ‘according to the whims of the  
sovereign lady’, as Sacher-Masoch put it. The further differential fea-  
ture is that, in contrast to sadism, masochism is inherently theatrical:  
violence is for the most part feigned, and even when it is ‘real’, it func-  
tions as a component of a scene, as part of a theatrical performance;  
violence is furthermore never carried out, it always remains  
suspended, as the endless repeating of an interrupted gesture. It is  
therefore the servant who writes the screenplay, i.e. who actually pulls  
the strings and dictates the activity of the woman (dominatrix): he  
stages his own servitude.10 

It is precisely this logic of disavowal which enables us to grasp the  
fundamental paradox of the masochist attitude. That is to say, what  
does the typical masochist séance look like? The man---servant  
establishes in a cold, businesslike way the terms of the contract with  
the woman---master: what she is to do to him, what scene is to be  
rehearsed endlessly, what dress she is to wear, how far she is to go in  
the direction of real, physical torture (how strongly she is to whip  
him, in what precise way she is to enchain him, where she is to stamp  
on him with her high heels). When they finally move on to the  
masochist game proper, the masochist maintains all the time a  
reflective distance, he never really gives way to his feelings and fully  
abandons himself to the game; in the midst of the game, he can give  
precise instructions (‘put more pressure on that point, repeat that  
movement . . . ’) without thereby in the least ‘destroying the illusion’.  
Once the game is over, the masochist again adopts the attitude of a  
respectful bourgeois and starts to talk with the Sovereign Lady in a  
matter-of-fact, businesslike way: ‘Thank you for your favour. Same  
time next week?’ What is of crucial importance here is the total self-  
externalization of the masochist’s most intimate passion: our most  
intimate desires become objects of contract and composed negotiation.  
 
9 

It should be clear, from what we have just said, why the Marquis de Sade himself  
was not a sadist: he subverted the logic of sadism, rendering it inoperative, by the mere  
fact of publicly exhibiting it in his writings-----this, precisely, is the gesture that is  
unbearable for sadism proper. Sadism proper is the ‘nighttime’ obscene reverse of the  
institution of power; it cannot survive its own public disclosure. (In this precise sense  
Lacan points out that Sade was not a victim of his own-----sadist-----fantasy: it was the  
distance maintained towards it which enabled him to exhibit its functioning.) The  
entire content of Sade’s work is ‘sadistic’-----what eludes sadism is only its position of  
enunciation, i.e. the fact that there is a subject ready to articulate it. This act of  
putting-into-words the sadistic fantasy puts Sade himself on the side of the victim. 
10 

So-called lesbian sadomasochism is for that reason far more subversive than the  
usual ‘soft’ lesbianism which elevates tender relationship between women in contrast  
to the aggressive---phallic male penetration. Though its content imitates ‘aggressive’  
phallic heterosexuality, this content is subverted by the very contractual form. 
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The nature of the masochist theatre is thus thoroughly ‘non-psycho-  
logical’: the suspension of social reality, the surrealist passionate  
masochist game, fits in a totally unproblematic way into everyday  
reality.11 

For that reason, the phenomenon of masochism exemplifies in its  
purest form what Lacan had in mind when he insisted again and  
again that psychoanalysis is not psychology. Masochism confronts us  
with the paradox of the symbolic order qua the order of ‘fictions’:  
there is more truth in the mask we wear, in the game we play, in the  
‘fiction’ we obey and follow, than in what is concealed beneath the  
mask-----the very kernel of the masochist’s being is externalized in the  
staged game towards which he all the time maintains a distance. 

The Inaccessible Object 

How, on a closer look, are we to conceive the inaccessibility of the  
Lady---Object in courtly love? The principal misunderstanding to be  
avoided is the reduction of this inaccessibility to the simple dialectic  
of desire and prohibition according to which we covet the forbidden  
fruit precisely insofar as it is forbidden, or, to quote Freud’s classical  
formulation: ‘ . . . the psychical value of erotic needs is reduced as  
soon as their satisfaction becomes easy. An obstacle is required in  
order to heighten libido; and where natural resistances to satisfaction  
have not been sufficient men have at all times erected conventional  
ones so as to be able to enjoy love.’12 Within this perspective, courtly  
love appears as simply the most radical strategy of elevating the value  
of the object by way of putting up conventional obstacles to its  
attainability. When, in his seminar Encore, Lacan provides the most  
succinct formulation of the paradox of courtly love, he says something  
apparently similar, yet fundamentally different: ‘a very refined  
manner to supplant the absence of sexual relationship by feigning that  
it is us who put the obstacle in its way’.13 The point is therefore not  
simply in our setting up additional conventional hindrances in order  
to heighten the value of the object: external hindrances which render  
difficult our access to the object are here precisely to create the illu-  
sion that without them, the object would be directly accessible-----what  
they thereby conceal is the inherent impossibility of attaining the  
object. The place of the Lady---Thing is originally empty: she functions  
as a kind of ‘black hole’ around which the subject’s desire is struc-  
tured. The space of desire is curved as in the theory of relativity; the  
only way to reach the Object---Lady is indirectly, in a devious, mean-  
dering way-----the moment we proceed straight ahead, we miss our  
 
11 

The logic is here the same as in the ‘non-psychological’ universe of Twin Peaks in  
which we encounter two main types of persons, ‘normal’ everyday persons (based on  
soap-opera clichés) and ‘crazy’ eccentrics (the lady with a log, etc.); the uncanny  
quality of the Twin Peaks universe hinges on the fact that the relationship between these  
two groups follows the rules of ‘normal’ communication: ‘normal’ people are in no  
way amazed or outraged by the strange behaviour of the eccentrics, they accept them  
as part of their daily routine. 
12

 Sigmund Freud, ‘On the Universal Tendency to Debasement in the Sphere of Love’  
[1912], Standard Edition, Vol. XI, London 1986, p. 187. 
13 

Jacques Lacan, Le séminaire, livre XX: Encore, Paris 1975, p. 65. 
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target. This is what Lacan has in mind when, apropos of courtly love,  
he evokes ‘the meaning we must attribute to the negotiation of the  
detour in the psychic economy’: 

The detour in the psyche isn’t always designed to regulate the commerce  
between whatever is organized in the domain of the pleasure principle and  
whatever presents itself as the structure of reality. There are also detours  
and obstacles which are organized so as to make the domain of the vacuole  
stand out as such . . . The techniques involved in courtly love-----and they  
are precise enough to allow us to perceive what might on occasion become  
fact, what is properly speaking of the sexual order in the inspiration of this  
eroticism-----are techniques of holding back, of suspension, of amor inter-  
ruptus. The stages courtly love lays down previous to what is mysteriously  
referred to as le don de merci, ‘the gift of mercy’-----although we don’t know  
exactly what it meant-----are expressed more or less in terms that Freud uses  
in his Three Essays as belonging to the sphere of foreplay.14 

For that reason, Lacan accentuates the motif of anamorphosis (in his  
seminar on The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, the title of the chapter on  
courtly love is ‘Courtly Love as Anamorphosis’): the Object can be  
perceived only when viewed from aside, in a partial, distorted form,  
as its own shadow-----if we cast a straight glance at it, we see nothing, a  
mere void. In a homologous way, we could speak of a temporal ana-  
morphosis: the Object is attainable only by way of an incessant post-  
ponement, as its absent point-of-reference. The Object is therefore  
literally something that is created-----whose place is encircled-----through  
a network of detours, approximations and near-misses. It is here that  
sublimation sets in-----sublimation in the Lacanian sense of the elevation  
of an object to the dignity of the Thing: ‘sublimation’ occurs when an  
object, part of everyday reality, finds itself at the place of the impos-  
sible Thing. Therein consists the function of artificial obstacles which  
all of a sudden hinder our access to some ordinary object: they elevate  
the object into a stand-in for the Thing. This is how the impossible  
changes into the prohibited: by way of the short-circuit between the  
Thing and some positive object rendered inaccessible through artifi-  
cial obstacles. 

The tradition of the Lady as inaccessible object is well alive in our  
century-----in surrealism, for example. Suffice it to recall Luis Buñuel’s  
That Obscure Object of Desire in which a woman, through a series of  
absurd tricks, postpones again and again the final moment of sexual  
reunion with her aged lover (when, for example, the man finally gets  
her into bed, he discovers beneath her nightgown an old-fashioned  
corset with numerous buckles impossible to untie . . . ). The charm of  
the film lies in this very nonsensical short-circuit between the  
fundamental metaphysical Limit and some trivial empirical impedi-  
ment. Therein consists the logic of courtly love and of sublimation at  
its purest: some common, everyday object or act becomes inaccessible  
or impossible to accomplish once it finds itself in the position of the  
Thing-----although the thing should be easily accessible, it is as if the  
entire universe is somehow adjusted to produce again and again an  
unfathomable contingency which hinders access to it. Buñuel himself  
 
14 

The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, p. 152. 
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was quite aware of this paradoxical logic: in his autobiography, he  
speaks of ‘the inexplicable impossibility of the fulfilment of a simple  
desire’, and a whole series of his films offer variations on this motif: in  
The Criminal Life of Archibaldo de la Cruz the hero wants to accomplish  
a simple murder, but all his attempts fail; in The Exterminating Angel,  
after a party, a group of rich people cannot cross the threshold and  
leave the house; in The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie two couples  
want to dine together, but unexpected complications always prevent  
the accomplishment of this simple wish. 

It should be clear, now, in what precisely consists the difference from  
the usual dialectic of desire and prohibition: the aim of the prohibi-  
tion is not to ‘raise the price’ of an object by rendering its access more  
difficult, but to raise this object itself to the level of the Thing, the  
‘black hole’ around which desire is organized. For that reason, Lacan  
is quite justified in inverting the usual formula of sublimation (the  
shift of the libido from an object which satisfies some concrete,  
material need, to an object which has no apparent connection to this  
need: destructive literary criticism as sublimated aggressivity, scien-  
tific research on the human body as sublimated voyeurism). What we  
are dealing with in sublimation is on the contrary the shift from the  
void of the ‘unserviceable’ Thing to some concrete, material object of  
need which assumes sublime quality the moment it finds itself occupy-  
ing the place of the Thing.15 

Variations on a Theme 

From the thirteenth century to modern times, we encounter numerous  
variations of this matrix of courtly love. In Choderlos de Laclos’ Les  
liaisons dangereuses, for example, the relationship between the Marquise  
de Montreuil and Valmont is clearly the relationship of a capricious  
Lady to her servant. The paradox consists here in the nature of the  
task the servant must perform in order to merit the promised gesture  
of Mercy: the seduction of other ladies. His Ordeal is that, even in the  
moments of highest passion, he must maintain a cold distance  
towards his victims: in the very moment of triumph, he must humil-  
iate them by abandoning them without reason, thereby proving his  
fidelity to the Lady. Things get complicated when Valmont falls in  
love with one of his victims, (the Présidente de Tourvel) and thereby  
‘betrays his Duty’: the Marquise is quite justified in dismissing his  
excuse (the famous ‘ce n’est pas ma faute’: it’s beyond my control, it’s  
the way things are . . . ) as unworthy of Valmont’s dignity, as a miser-  
able recourse to a ‘pathological’ state of things (in the Kantian mean-  
ing of the term). The Marquise’s reaction to Valmont’s ‘betrayal’ is  
thus of a strictly ethical nature: Valmont’s excuse is exactly the same  
as the excuse evoked by moral weaklings when they fail to accomplish  
their duty-----‘I couldn’t resist it, such is my nature, I’m simply not  
 
15 

‘ . . . par une inversion de l’usage du terme de sublimation, j’ai le droit de dire que  
nous voyons ici la déviation quant au but se faire en sens inverse de l’objet d’un  
besoin’ (Jacques Lacan, Le séminaire, livre VIII: Le transfert, Paris 1991, p. 250). The same  
goes for every object which functions as a sign of love: its use is suspended, it changes  
into a means of the articulation of the demand for love. 
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strong enough . . . ’; her message to Valmont’s is a variation of Kant’s  
motto ‘Du kannst, denn du sollst!’ (You can, because you must!). For  
that reason, the punishment imposed by the Marquise on Valmont is  
quite appropriate: in his renunciation of the Présidente de Tourvel,  
he has to have recourse to exactly the same words, i.e. he has to write  
her a letter, explaining that ‘it’s not his fault’ if his passion for her has  
expired, it’s simply the way things are . . . 

Another variation of the matrix of courtly love is the story of Cyrano  
de Bergerac and Roxanne, which gives a particular twist to the fact  
that the Lady is inaccessible since she belongs to another man.  
Ashamed of his obscene natural deformation (his too long nose).  
Cyrano dared not confess his love to the beautiful Roxanne; so he  
interposed between himself and her a good-looking young soldier,  
conferring on him the role of proxy through whom he expressed his  
desire. As befits a capricious Lady, Roxanne demanded that her lover  
articulate his love in elegant poetic statements; the unfortunate soldier  
was unable to do this, so Cyrano willingly hastened to his assistance  
and wrote for him passionate love letters from the battlefield. The  
dénouement takes place in two stages, tragic and melodramatic.  
Roxanne says to the soldier that she does not love only his beautiful  
body, but even more his refined soul; she is so deeply moved by his  
letters that she would continue to love him even if his body were to  
become ugly and mutilated. The soldier shudders at these words: he  
becomes aware that Roxanne does not love him the way he really is  
but as the author of his letters-----in other words, she unknowingly loves  
Cyrano. Unable to endure this humiliation, he rushes into a suicidal  
attack and dies. Roxanne enters a cloister, where she is regularly visited by  
Cyrano who keeps her informed on the social life of Paris. During one of  
these visits Roxanne asks him to read her the last letter of her dead lover.  
The melodramatic moment now sets in: Roxanne all of a sudden notices  
that Cyrano does not read the letter, but recites it by heart-----proving  
thereby that he is its true author; deeply shaken, she recognizes in this  
crippled merry-maker her true love. But it is already too late: Cyrano  
came to this meeting mortally wounded . . . 

One of the most painful and troublesome scenes from David Lynch’s  
Wild at Heart is also comprehensible only against the background of  
the matrix of courtly love, i.e. the logic of suspension that character-  
izes courtly love. In a lonely motel room, Willem Dafoe exerts a rude  
pressure on Laura Dern: he touches and squeezes her, invading the  
space of her intimacy and repeating in a threatening way ‘Say ‘‘Fuck  
me’ ’’, i.e. extorting from her a gesture that would signal her consent to  
a sexual act. The ugly, unpleasant scene drags itself on, and when,  
finally, the exhausted Laura Dern utters a barely audible ‘Fuck me!’,  
Dafoe all of a sudden steps away, assumes a nice, friendly smile and  
cheerfully retorts: ‘No, thanks, I don’t have time today; but on  
another occasion I would do it gladly . . . ’ He has already attained  
what he wanted: not the act itself but just her consent to it, her  
symbolic humiliation. What intervenes here is the function of the big  
Other, the transsubjective symbolic order: by way of his intrusive  
pressure, Dafoe wants to extort the inscription, the ‘registration’ of  
her consent in the field of the big Other. 
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The reverse variation on the same motif is at work in a short love-  
scene from Truffaut’s La nuit américaine (Day for Night). When, on the  
way from the hotel to the studio, the tyre bursts, the assistant camera-  
man and the script-girl find themselves alone on a lake shore. The  
assistant who for a long time had pursued the girl, seizes the oppor-  
tunity and breaks into a pathetic speech about how he desires her and  
how much it would mean to him if, now that they are alone, she were  
to consent to a quick sexual encounter; the girl simply says ‘Yes, why  
not?’ and starts to unbutton her trousers . . . This non-sublime gesture,  
of course, totally bewilders the seducer who conceived of her as the  
unattainable Lady: he is only able to stammer out ‘How do you mean?  
Just like that?’ What this scene has in common with the above-  
mentioned scene from Wild at Heart (and what locates it within the  
logic of courtly love) is the unexpected gesture of refusal: the man’s  
reaction to the woman’s long awaited ‘Yes!’, obtained by arduous  
effort, is the refusal of the act. 

A more refined variation on the matrix of courtly love is to be found  
in Eric Rohmer’s Ma nuit chez Maud: the reference to courtly love  
provides the only way to account for the hero’s lie at the end of the  
film. The central part of the film depicts the night that the hero and  
his friend Maud spend together; they talk long into the night and even  
sleep on the same bed, but the sexual act does not take place due to  
the hero’s indecision-----he is unable to seize the opportunity, obsessed  
as he is by the mysterious blonde whom he saw the previous evening  
in a church. Although he does not yet know who she is, he has already  
decided to marry her (i.e. the blonde is his Lady). In the last scene of  
the film, which takes place a couple of years later, the hero, now  
happily married to the blonde, encounters Maud on a beach; when his  
wife asks him who is this unknown woman, the hero tells a lie----- 
apparently to his detriment, i.e. he says that Maud was his last love  
adventure before marriage. Why this lie? The truth could have  
aroused the suspicion that Maud occupied the place of the Lady with  
whom a brief, non-commital sexual encounter is not possible;  
precisely by telling a lie to his wife, i.e. by claiming that he did have  
sex with Maud, he confirmed to her that Maud was not his Lady, but  
just a passing friend. 

The definitive version of the courtly love in the last decades, of course,  
is the figure of femme fatale in film noir: the traumatic Woman---Thing  
who, on account of her greedy and capricious demands, brings ruin to  
the hard-boiled hero. The key role is played here by the third person  
(as a rule the gangster boss) to whom the femme fatale ‘legally’  
belongs: his presence renders her inaccessible and thus confers on the  
hero’s relationship with her the mark of transgression-----by his  
involvement with her, the hero betrays the paternal figure of his boss  
(in The Glass Key, Killers, Criss-Cross, Out of the Past, etc.) This link  
between the courtly Lady and the femme fatale from the noir universe  
may appear surprising: is not the femme fatale in film noir the very  
opposite of the noble sovereign Lady the knight is vowed to serve, is  
the hard-boiled hero not ashamed of the attraction he feels for her,  
does he not hate her for loving her, does he not experience his love for  
her as a betrayal of his true self? However, if we bear in mind the  
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original traumatic impact of the Lady, not its later, secondary idealiz-  
ation, the connection is clear: like the Lady, the femme fatale is an  
‘inhuman partner’, a traumatic Object with whom no relationship is  
possible, an apathetic void exacting senseless, arbitrary ordeals. 

‘The Crying Game’ 

The key to the extraordinary and unexpected success of Neil Jordan’s  
The Crying Game lies perhaps in the fact that it offers the ultimate  
variation on the motif of courtly love. To recall the outlines of the  
story: A member of the IRA guarding a captured black British soldier  
develops friendly links with him; the soldier asks him, in case of his  
liquidation by the IRA, to pay a visit to his girlfriend, a hairdresser in  
a London suburb, and to give her his last regards. After the death of  
the soldier, the hero retires from the IRA, moves to London, finds a  
job as a bricklayer and pays a visit to the soldier’s love, a beautiful  
black woman. He falls in love with her, but the girl maintains an  
ambiguously ironic, sovereign distance towards him. Finally she gives  
way to his advances and they go to bed together. She leaves for a brief  
moment to go to the bathroom and returns in a transparent night-  
gown; while casting a covetous glance at her body, the hero all of a  
sudden perceives her penis-----‘she’ is a transvestite. Disgusted, he  
crudely pushes her away. Shaken and wet with tears, she tells him that  
she thought he knew all the time how things were (in his obsession  
with her, the hero didn’t notice that the bar where they usually met  
was a meeting place for drag queens). This scene of the failed sexual  
encounter is structurally the exact inversion of the scene referred to by  
Freud as the primordial trauma of fetishism: there, the gaze sliding  
down the naked female body towards the sexual organ is shocked by  
the fact that there is nothing where one expects to see something  
(penis); in the case of the The Crying Game, the shock is caused by the  
fact that the eye sees something where it expected nothing. 

After this painful revelation, the relationship between the two is  
reversed: now it turns out that it is she who is passionately in love  
with him, although she knows her love is impossible. From a  
capricious and ironical sovereign Lady she turns into the pathetic  
figure of a delicate, sensitive boy desperately in love. It is only at this  
point that true love emerges, love as a metaphor in the precise  
Lacanian sense:16 we witness the sublime moment when eromenos (the  
loved one) changes into erastes (the loving one) by stretching his hand  
back and ‘returning love’. This moment designates the ‘miracle’ of  
love, the moment when ‘the real answers’; as such, it perhaps enables  
us to grasp what Lacan has in mind when he affirms that the subject  
itself has the status of an ‘answer of the real’. That is to say, up to this  
reversal, the loved one has the status of an object: he is loved on  
account of something that is ‘in himself more than himself ’ and that  
he is unaware of-----I can never answer the question ‘What kind of  
object am I for the other? What does the other see in me that causes  
his love?’ We are thus dealing initially here with an asymmetry, not  
only the asymmetry between subject and object, but an asymmetry in  
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Cf. Chapters III and IV of Jacques Lacan, Le séminaire, livre VIII: Le transfert. 
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the far more radical sense of a discord between what the lover sees in  
the loved one and what the loved one knows himself to be. Therein  
consists the deadlock that defines the position of the loved one: the  
other sees something in me and wants something from me, but I  
cannot give him what I do not possess-----or, as Lacan puts it, there is  
no relationship between what the loved one possesses and what the  
loving one lacks. The only way for the loved one to escape this  
deadlock is to stretch his hand back towards the loving one and to  
‘return love’, i.e. to substitute, in a metaphorical gesture, his status of  
the loved one with the status of the loving one. This reversal  
designates the point of subjectivization: the object of love changes into  
subject the moment it answers the call of love. And it is only by way of  
this reversal that true love emerges: I am truly in love not when I am  
simply fascinated by the agalma in the other, but when I experience  
the other, the object of love, as frail and lost, as lacking ‘it’, and my  
love nonetheless survives this loss. 

We must be especially attentive here not to miss the point of this  
reversal: although we have now two loving subjects instead of the  
initial duality of the loving one and the loved one, the asymmetry  
persists, since it was the object itself which as it were confessed to its  
lack by way of its subjectivization. There is something deeply  
embarrassing and truly scandalous in this reversal by means of which  
the mysterious, fascinating, elusive object of love discloses its  
deadlock and thus acquires the status of another subject. We  
encounter the same reversal also in horror-stories: is not the most  
sublime moment of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein the moment of the  
monster’s subjectivization, i.e. the moment when the monster---object  
(who is up to that time described as a ruthless killing machine) starts  
talking in the first person and presents his miserable, pitiful  
existence? It is deeply symptomatic that all films on Frankenstein have  
avoided this gesture of subjectivization. And perhaps, in courtly love  
itself, the long-awaited moment of the highest fulfilment, called Gnade,  
mercy (rendered by the Lady to her servant), is neither the Lady’s  
surrender, her consent to the sexual act, nor some mysterious rite of  
initiation, but simply a sign of love from the side of the Lady, the  
‘miracle’ of the fact that the Object answered, stretched its hand back  
to the supplicant. 

So, back to The Crying Game, she is now ready to do anything for him,  
and the hero is more and more moved and fascinated by the absolute,  
unconditional character of her love for him, so that he overcomes his  
aversion and continues to console her. At the end, when the IRA again  
tries to involve him in a terrorist act, he even sacrifices himself for her  
and assumes the responsibility for a murder that she committed. The  
last scene of the film takes place in the prison where she visits him,  
again dressed up as a provocatively seductive woman, so that  
everybody in the visiting-room is aroused by her looks. They count the  
days: he has to endure more than four thousand days of prison, but  
she cheerfully promises him that she will wait for him and regularly  
visit him . . . The external impediment-----the glass partition in the  
prison preventing any physical contact-----is here the exact equivalent  
to the obstacle which in courtly love renders the object inaccessible; it  
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thereby accounts for the absolute, unconditional, character of this  
love in spite of its inherent impossibility, i.e. in spite of the fact that  
their love will never be consummated, since he is a ‘straight’ hetero-  
sexual and she a homosexual transvestite. In his Introduction to the  
published screenplay Jordan points out that ‘the story ended with a  
kind of happiness. I say a kind of happiness, because it involved the  
separation of a prison cell and other more profound separations, of  
racial, national and sexual identity. But for the lovers, it was the irony  
of what divided them that allowed them to smile. So perhaps there is  
hope for our divisions yet.’17 The divisions-----the unsurmountable  
barrier-----that allows for a smile: is this not the most concise disposi-  
tive of courtly love? What we have here is an ‘impossible’ love which  
will never be consummated, which can only be realized as a feigned  
spectacle intended to fascinate the gaze of the present witnesses or as  
an endlessly postponed expectation; this love is absolute precisely  
insofar as it transgresses not only the barriers of class, religion, and  
race (in today’s ‘permissive’ epoch, all these barriers are obsolete), but  
also the ultimate barrier of sexual orientation, of sexual identification.  
Therein consists the paradox and at the same time the irresistible  
charm of the film: far from denouncing heterosexual love as a product  
of male repression, it renders the precise circumstances in which this  
love can today retain its absolute, unconditional character. 

For that reason, it is totally misleading to read The Crying Game as an  
anti-political tale of escape into privacy, i.e. as a variation on the  
theme of a revolutionary who, disappointed at the cruelty of the  
political power play, discovers sexual love as the sole field of personal  
realization, of authentic existential fulfilment. Politically, the film  
remains thoroughly faithful to the Irish cause which functions as its  
inherent background-----the paradox is that in the very sphere of  
privacy where the hero hoped to find a safe haven, he is compelled to  
accomplish an even more vertiginous revolution in his most intimate  
personal attitudes. The Crying Game thus eludes the usual ideological  
dilemma of ‘private life as an island of authenticity, excepted from the  
political power-play’ versus ‘sexuality as one of the domains of polit-  
ical activity’: it renders visible the antagonistic complicity between  
public political activity and personal sexual subversion, the antagon-  
ism at work already in Sade who demanded sexual revolution as the  
consistent accomplishment of political revolution. In short, the sub-  
title of The Crying Game could have been ‘Irishmen, yet another effort,  
if you want to become republicans!’.  

�  �  � 

How, then, are we to interpret this perseverance of the matrix of  
courtly love? It bears witness to a certain deadlock of contemporary  
feminism. True, the courtly image of man serving his Lady is a  
semblance that conceals the actuality of male domination; true, the  
masochist theatre is a private mise-en-scène designed to recompense  
the guilt contracted by man’s social domination; true, the elevation of  
woman to the sublime object of love equals her debasement into the  
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passive stuff or screen for the narcissistic projection of the male ego-  
ideal. Lacan himself points out how, in the very epoch of courtly love,  
the actual social standing of women as objects of exchange in the male  
power-play was probably at its lowest. However, this very semblance  
provides women with a fantasy substance of their identity whose  
effects are real; it provides them with all the features which constitute  
so-called ‘femininity’ and define woman not as she is in her jouissance  
feminine, but as she refers to herself with regard to her (potential)  
relationship to man, as an object of his desire. Therein originates the  
almost panic ‘spontaneous’ reaction not only of men, but also of many  
a woman-----feminism wants to deprive her of her very ‘femininity’. By  
opposing ‘patriarchal domination’, woman simultaneously under-  
mines the fantasy support of her own ‘feminine’ identity. 

The problem is that, even when the relationship between the two sexes  
is conceived of as a symmetrical, reciprocal, voluntary partnership or  
contract, the fantasy matrix which first emerged in courtly love  
remains in power. Why? Insofar as sexual difference is a Real which  
resists symbolization, sexual relationship is condemned to remain an  
asymmetrical non-relationship in which the Other, our partner, prior  
to being a subject, is a Thing, an ‘inhuman partner’; as such, sexual  
relationship cannot be transposed into a symmetrical relationship  
between pure subjects. The bourgeois principle of contract between  
equal subjects can be applied to sexuality only in the form of the  
perverse-----masochist-----contract in which, paradoxically, the very form  
of equal contract serves to establish the relationship of inequality and  
domination. It is by no accident that in so-called alternative sexual  
practices (‘sadomasochist’ lesbian and gay couples) the Master-and-  
Slave relationship reemerges with a vengeance, including all the  
ingredients of the masochist theatre. In other words, we are far from  
inventing a new ‘formula’ capable of replacing the matrix of courtly love.  
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